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Abstract
In recent years there has been a sharp increase in the amount of text pub-

licly accessible in digital form. The primary cause for this is widespread access 

to the Internet, the popularity of e-mail and social networking websites and col-

laborative efforts to preserve and share knowledge. These developments have 

inspired the creation of a wide variety of information visualization techniques 

that focus on large-scale text data and facilitate its exploration and analysis. 

One popular approach represents individual documents as glyphs on a 2D sur-

face,  with  pairwise  distances  corresponding  to  semantic  similarities.  The 

metaphor of a moveable lens that summarizes the contents of texts underneath 

it has been proposed as a method of interaction targeted at  free exploration 

tasks. The main goal of this master’s thesis project is to extend the basic tech-

nique by adding labels to the visualization that guide its users towards regions 

of  interest  more  quickly without  negatively  impacting  the  lens’ usefulness. 

Also, an automatic framework that determines the tool’s effectiveness under 

different parameter settings is developed. Finally, the proposed improvements 

and the overall technique are evaluated by means of a think-aloud user study.
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Zusammenfassung
In  den  letzten  Jahren  hat  es  ein  deutliches  Wachstum  an  öffentlich 

zugänglichen Texten  in  Digitalform gegeben.  Der  Hauptgrund dafür  ist  der 

Zugriff  auf  das  Internet,  die  gestiegene  Popularität  von  E-Mails,  soziale 

Netzwerke, und der kollaborative Versuch von Speicherung und Verbreitung 

von  Wissen.  Durch  diese  Entwicklung  sind  viele 

Informationsvisualisierungstechniken  entstanden,  die  es  ermöglichen  große 

Datenmenge zu explorieren und analysieren. Ein sehr populärerer Ansatz um 

Dokumente in einer 2D-Ebene darzustellen sind Glyphen. Dabei entspricht die 

paarweise  Distanz  der  semantischen  Ähnlichkeit.  Die  Metapher  einer 

verschiebbaren Lupe, die den Inhalt fokussierter Texte zusammenfasst, eignet 

sich  für  die  freie  Exploration  in  einer  2D-Ebene.  Das  Hauptziel  dieser 

Masterarbeit  war  es  eine  vorhandene  Grundtechnik  zu  erweitern,  so  dass 

wichtige Begriffe dargestellt werden die den Benutzer unterstützen interessante 

Bereiche schneller zu finden. Dabei musste darauf geachtet werden, dass die 

Erweiterung keine negative Auswirkung auf  die  vorhandene Analysetechnik 

hat. Des Weiteren, wurde ein automatisches Framework entwickelt,  dass die 

Effektivität  mit  verschiedenen  Parametern  misst.  Abschließend  wurde  eine 

Benutzerstudie durchgeführt, um die Erweiterungen zu evaluieren.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1: Introduction

Throughout history, written text has been seen as a defining characteristic 

of human civilization. The symbolic representation of natural languages is an 

often complex but effective system of preserving and conveying information 

over space and time. However, the massive amount of textual data produced by 

everyday human enterprise has surpassed our limited capacity to process it in a 

timely manner. The widespread access to home computers and smartphones 

and the popularity of e-mail and social networks has made it increasingly diffi-

cult to cope with the sheer volume of written text that constantly vies for our 

attention.

The advent of computers has also made possible the development of tech-

niques to more efficiently sieve through large data, including text. However, 

employed on their own, even highly advanced approaches from the fields of in-

formation retrieval, data mining and computational linguistics usually suffer 

from two significant drawbacks:

• using them requires  a priori  in-depth knowledge of the contents of a 

textual corpus;

• they are suitable only for solving problems with well-defined informa-

tion needs, where the goal of an exploration is specific and known in 

advance.

Consequently, these methodologies are not readily applicable to the more gen-

eral task of exploring a completely unfamiliar textual corpus, browsing through 

its contents for insights rather than searching them for a specific answer. This is 

perhaps best exemplified by the search engine, the ubiquitous and well-known 

interface to textual libraries. A search query’s results are only meaningful to a 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

user who knows in advance what their goal is, understands what information 

they require to solve it and knows how to formulate their data requirement as a 

query  in  a  natural  language  (see,  e.g.,  the  augmented  information  retrieval 

model by Broder [11]). By contrast, a user unfamiliar with the contents of a 

textual corpus, wishing to broadly explore it, has little use for a search engine.

The research field of information visualization (InfoVis) and its specialized 

sub-discipline  text  visualization  (TextVis)  offer  a  variety  of  approaches  to 

transform raw, symbol-based written text into an appropriately chosen visual 

mapping of its contents. This transformative process may involve (as part of 

the standard InfoVis reference model proposed by Card et al. [14]) not just the 

selection of appropriate visual metaphors, but also the use of statistical and lin-

guistic transformations on the text input. The end goal is to facilitate both pre-

defined and exploratory tasks and to support sense- and decision-making by 

taking advantage of the innate pattern recognition abilities of the human brain.

1.1 Motivating Examples

Regardless of the goals of exploration, TextVis techniques are most obvi-

ously useful when the sheer size of a textual corpus far exceeds a person’s abil-

ity to sieve through even summaries of the documents’ contents. As with other 

types of information, exactly what “large” textual data means is open to some 

interpretation.

For an illustrative example, as of January 2017 the volunteer-driven Project 

Gutenberg, which digitizes and preserves works with expired copyright protec-

tion, contains as many as 53,000 e-books on its website1, with thousands more 

added each year2. Wikipedia3, the free online encyclopedia editable by anyone 

1 https://www.gutenberg.org/
2 http://www.gutenbergnews.org/statistics/
3 https://www.wikipedia.org/
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

and one of the most referenced sources in the world, hosts over 41 million arti-

cles across 293 languages4 (and over 5 million in English alone; see Figure 1.1 

for historical context). Finally, the Library of Congress, the largest library in 

the world, contains more than 38 million books and other printed materials, 

with several thousand added each day5.  These and similar examples  clearly 

demonstrate  the  need  for  adequate  computer-based  search  and  exploration 

methods and may explain the impressive variety of TextVis techniques created 

in recent years. Nevertheless, efficient and effective visualization of large-scale 

textual data sets remains an open research challenge.

Figure  1.1: Examples of the growth of textual data over time: (left) Project Guten-

berg, (right) English Wikipedia. Source: own representation with data from 2 and 4.

1.2 Aim of This Master’s Thesis

A popular approach to visualizing textual corpora is to represent each indi-

vidual document as a glyph in 2D space. These visualizations, reminiscent of 

the more general scatterplot InfoVis technique, attempt to map a document’s 

properties to the x- and y-axis of a Cartesian coordinate system, with additional 

information encoded in an individual data point’s shape, size and color. This 

approach usually provides a good overview of a textual data set, broadly sum-

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Size_of_Wikipedia
5 https://www.loc.gov/about/fascinating-facts/
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

marizing its contents. Support for more traditional tasks with well-defined in-

formation needs can be added by incorporating into the visualization a search 

engine or a filter, based on document metadata.

 

Because the input data set consists of written text, a logical extension to this 

approach would be to use text in the resulting visualization, e.g., by positioning 

the document’s title or keywords near its corresponding glyph and by further 

using font type, size and coloration as visual variables. Unfortunately, this idea 

does not scale well with the previously discussed vast amounts of textual infor-

mation created each day, as it would be impossible to individually label mil-

lions of data points without substantial overlap and occlusion.

One proposed solution to this challenge is a movable “magic” lens over the 

2D representation of the data set, with labeling applied only to the documents 

directly underneath it. This intuitive interaction supports various granularities 

of analysis and is well-suited to users wishing to freely explore a textual library 

at their own pace. DocuCompass [31] (depicted in  Figure 1.2), an advanced 

implementation of the scatterplot and lens techniques, has been found to be an 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

easy-to-use and versatile tool for exploring textual corpora, with minor defi-

ciencies. One proposed improvement in particular was the addition of static, 

“always on” labeling to the visualization to more quickly direct the user to-

wards areas of higher interest.

The main goal of this master’s thesis and its accompanying development 

project is to research different possibilities of adding static labeling to the exist-

ing 2D glyph visualization, with which to provide “at-a-glance” summaries of a 

large document corpus. In cases where this may lead to excessive occlusion of 

existing visual features or otherwise may detract from the technique’s overall 

usefulness, proper interaction between the moving lens and the labels is consid-

ered. In the process of developing a satisfactory solution, several different ap-

proaches to the labeling problem are discussed and prototyped and their pros 

and cons are assessed.

A secondary goal of this thesis is to develop an automated framework to 

measure the effectiveness of the DocuCompass approach under different pa-

rameter settings like the magic lens’ size or the number of terms shown around 

it. This may provide insights into the overall usefulness of the technique for ex-

ploration tasks and even suggest better placement options for the static labels.

Finally, the most promising static labeling prototype is evaluated with a be-

tween-group think-aloud user study with recorded voice and screen captures 

and logging of user interactions with the tool. Users are presented with both a 

typical free exploration task and a short goal-oriented one to solve and encour-

aged to share their opinions of the technique.
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Chapter 2: Background and Related Work

The work presented in this master’s thesis builds upon research from vari-

ous fields of computer science, such as information retrieval and data mining, 

computational linguistics, as well as InfoVis and its more specialized sub-disci-

pline TextVis. Before discussing the proposed extensions to the DocuCompass 

approach in detail, a review of existing literature on the subject of visualizing 

textual corpora is necessary. This chapter serves as an introduction to some of 

the challenges posed by TextVis and attempts to provide a relevant but non-ex-

haustive list of some of the most cited approaches.

2.1 Standard Information Visualization Model

Compared to the broader research field of data visualization, TextVis’ defin-

ing characteristic is that the raw input data is entirely nominal in nature. More-

over, human languages tend to be highly complex, context-dependent and very 

redundant  by nature,  which  necessitates  a  noticeably different  methodology 

when trying to incorporate them into a visualization. While the following sub-

sections discuss these problems and their solutions in greater detail, for the pur-

poses of clarity it may be beneficial to provide a broad overview of the text-to-

visualization pipeline here.

Let  us consider, for example,  the standard InfoVis reference model pro-

posed by Card et al. [14], a variant of which is shown in Figure 2.1. The model 

depicts the usual sequence of steps required to transform any input data into an 

interactive  visualization  that  supports  a  task,  whether  well-defined  or  ex-

ploratory. Within the context of TextVis, the source data is a textual corpus of 

any size, but, as discussed in Section  1.1, particularly large data sets pose a 

greater challenge to human cognitive capabilities and thus increase the demand 
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for effective visualization techniques. The first computational step is a transfor-

mation of this raw data into a representation suitable for further mathematical 

analysis, e.g., a well-structured table. For nominal textual data, this usually re-

quires the use of natural language processing (NLP) and statistical methods, to 

be discussed in Section 2.2. The various TextVis techniques presented in Sec-

tion 2.3 provide examples of the final two steps in this pipeline – the mapping 

of the tabular structures to visual variables and showing a concrete view of the 

visualization to the user. It should be noted that this standard model strongly 

emphasizes the importance of introducing meaningful user interaction with ev-

ery stage of the process. Furthermore, the choice of algorithms at each step 

should be made based on the specific information needs of the end user.

 

2.2 Natural Language Processing

Extracting knowledge from the contents of a data set written in a natural 

human language by, e.g., attempting to summarize its contents, requires the use 

of data transformation techniques specific to textual data. Many methods from 

the fields of information retrieval and data mining have been proposed [42], 

[45];  however, this  section of the thesis  will  focus on those relevant to the 

DocuCompass approach to TextVis and its extension with new features. Even 
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so, the following subsections can be considered to present a rather typical NLP 

pipeline used by a variety of techniques.

2.2.1 Tokenization

Tokenization is  the process by which a text corpus is  split  into its  con-

stituent parts (tokens). The granularity of this process depends on the needs of 

the visualization; a single token in this sense can be a whole document or a 

separate chapter, paragraph, sentence or word from it. Once determined, the se-

quence of tokens is pushed down the NLP pipeline for further processing.

Very often, the goal is to split text into its constituent word tokens. This is a 

rather straightforward task that usually involves one of three approaches: rules-

based, dictionary-based or machine learning. In the former, boundaries between 

individual words are identified by a predefined rule set that is dependent on the 

targeted  human language.  Two elementary approaches  [21]  that  often work 

well are to either isolate strings delimited by whitespace characters (and then 

remove any remaining punctuation marks from the results) or to identify con-

tinuous  sequences  of  alphanumeric  characters  with  embedded  hyphens  and 

apostrophes in them6.  Unfortunately, both of these are only suitable for lan-

guages that use a particular character as a word separator; this includes most al-

phabet-based writing systems, but does not cover languages like Chinese, Japa-

nese, Korean, etc. A dictionary-based approach that depends on a comprehen-

sive lexicon is required in these cases.

2.2.2 Stemming, Lemmatization and Stopwords

After tokenization is complete (and assuming tokens consist of individual 

words), a number of additional methods can optionally be applied to its output 

to improve future analysis. Stemming is the process of reducing words derived 

6 The latter be achieved with an extended regular expression: ([[:alnum:]]|-|')+
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from the same morphological root to a common base form, usually by itera-

tively removing word prefixes and suffixes in a language-dependent manner 

[37]. Algorithms to achieve this, such as the Porter Stemmer [47], are very effi-

cient and thus applicable even to large textual corpora, because they work di-

rectly with the individual tokens and ignore the context the words were used in. 

Unfortunately, it is often the case that the result of the transformations is itself 

not a word in the lexicon of the target language, thus making it confusing to the 

user and unsuitable for direct use in the final visualization. An illustrative ex-

ample of the Porter Stemmer algorithm is depicted in Figure 2.2 (left).

Figure 2.2: Examples of stemming (left) and lemmatization (right). A red coloring in-

dicates the parts of a token considered for replacement, green shows the actual trans-

formations.  Worth noting are: (1)how the word “formality” is stemmed iteratively,  

(2)how the word “airliner” produces the non-word “airlin”, (3) how the word “meet-

ing” is recognized by the lemmatizer as the noun “meeting” and not as the verb “to  

meet”. Source: own representation using the stemming algorithm from [47].

Lemmatization, on the other hand, aims to identify the lemma – the canoni-

cal or dictionary form – of a token by morphological analysis and dictionary 

lookup. This is significantly more complicated and expensive than stemming, 

because the algorithm must take into account the context of use of a word, cor-

rectly characterize its part-of-speech category and resolve any ambiguities by 

looking  at  redundant  information  encoded  in  a  human  language.  This  may 

make lemmatization prohibitively slow for real-time visualizations  of  large-

9
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scale libraries. However, the technique produces grammatically correct tokens, 

which are understandable to users and can be directly used in a visualization. 

An example of lemmatization is depicted in Figure 2.2 (right).

Stopword removal is an easy approach to term filtration which, based on a 

predefined language-dependent list of words, eliminates those that carry no in-

formation about the contents of a text, such as pronouns, conjunctions, preposi-

tions and some of the most commonly used words. Lookup tables for many 

languages are readily available online7, while both lemmatization and stopword 

removal are supported by the Stanford CoreNLP library for the Java Virtual 

Machine [43].

2.2.3 Bag-of-Words Model

The output of the NLP techniques discussed thus far is a sequence of tokens 

(typically words reduced to some canonical form). This data structure already 

supports some basic sense-making, like searching for the existence of a word 

or phrase in a text corpus.  It  is,  however, usually insufficient  for more ad-

vanced exploration and visualization tasks,  in  particular  summarizing  docu-

ments’ contents and comparing them to one another.

The bag-of-words or vector space model is a common way of representing 

documents as vectors in vocabulary space. Information about the ordering and 

context of use of tokens is discarded and replaced by a vector that preserves 

only a word’s weighted multiplicity. Each document of a textual corpus is thus 

represented as a single vector of key-value (token-frequency) pairs, whose di-

mensionality is the vocabulary of the entire data set [42]. Different weighing 

schemes can be applied to the frequency component of a term [17], [51], with 

the two most popular being:

7 http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/
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• term frequency (tf): the raw number of occurrences of a term in a doc-

ument; the resulting vector may be normalized so as to compensate for 

particularly long or short texts;

• term frequency–inverse document frequency (tf-idf): tf ×log(
N

m
) , 

where  N is the total number of documents in the data set and  m is a 

count of documents in which the term appears; the resulting vector may 

also be normalized afterward. Incorporating a measure of how often a 

word appears in the corpus as a whole assigns less significance to terms 

that are too prevalent and do not properly differentiate documents from 

one another.

The goal of these transformations is to mathematically model the contents 

of a collection of documents as vectors that can be compared to one another us-

ing, e.g., the Euclidean distance ‖u⃗− v⃗‖ = √ ∑
i∈vocabulary

(ui−vi)
2 or cosine simi-

larity cos(θ) = u⃗⋅⃗v

‖u⃗‖‖v⃗‖
, or projected into 2D or 3D space with a dimension-

ality reduction technique.

2.3 Text Visualization Techniques

The NLP approaches discussed above serve to prepare a textual corpus for 

further exploration by transforming documents into a vector-based summary of 

their contents, making them easier to manipulate programmatically. Looking 

back at  the previously discussed standard InfoVis reference model  [14]  de-

picted in Figure 2.1, this corresponds to the first step of the processing pipeline 

where raw input data is transformed into a well-structured tabular representa-

tion. This section deals with the latter two stages, namely:

11
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• the mapping of a text corpus’ metadata and bag-of-words vectors to vis-

ual variables and metaphors that support a specific exploration task;

• presenting a useful view of the visualization to the user, with appropri-

ate interactions that facilitate the sense- and decision-making process.

For the reasons discussed in Section 1.1, there is a growing body of litera-

ture, techniques and tools that deal with TextVis. In order to provide proper 

background and context  for  DocuCompass’ approach to  the presented chal-

lenges and position it within its scientific field, a brief overview of some exist-

ing methodologies is necessary, particularly those employed by the application 

presented in Section 3.1.

2.3.1 Word Clouds

Word clouds are a classic TextVis technique that predates the advent of dig-

ital computers and the formal establishment of the InfoVis field [57]. The basic 

idea is quite straightforward: after the NLP stage is complete and structured 

data is available, individual terms are drawn with varying font sizes in propor-

tion to their weighed frequencies of occurrence from the bag-of-words model. 

In this way, the corpus’ more prevalent words appear larger and draw the user’s 

attention to themselves. Besides this simplistic mapping to the visual variable 

of size, there exist many variations of the approach that produce aesthetically 

different results depending on how term positioning, direction, colors and font 

type are chosen, whether or not similar terms are grouped together [13], [61] or 

clustered [15], how boundaries between documents are depicted [12], [36] and 

what interactions are supported. Wordle [58] is a popular web-based tool to 

generate word clouds, while the Word Cloud Explorer [33] offers fine-grained 

control of every step of the visualization pipeline. The parallel tag clouds tech-

nique  [20]  employs  several  word  clouds  at  once  to  visualize  differences 

amongst facets of large-scale text corpora.
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In terms of their usefulness as a visualization technique, word clouds are 

most often employed as an entry point to a large collection or to provide an at-

a-glance summary of its contents. According to Rivadeneira et al. [49], they 

may facilitate the following user tasks among others: locating a specific item or 

confirming its absence, browsing content with no particular item in mind and 

getting an overview of the most and least prevalent topics. However, there is 

evidence that the technique’s popularity may have more to do with its wide-

spread use as a social signifier for a group than with its actual applicability to 

data analysis [28].

Figure 2.3: Word cloud visualization. Source: own representation using Wordle [58]  

and the data set discussed in Section 3.2.2

An example word cloud visualization of the data set discussed in  Section 

3.2.2 is shown in Figure 2.3. It provides a decent overview of the text corpus, 

making it immediately obvious what the overall topic and some of the main 

sub-topics are. With appropriate user interaction added, it can serve as a table 

of contents and a point of entry to the data set. However, the boundaries be-

tween documents are not preserved and most of the words are illegible.
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2.3.2 Document Spatialization

Representing data samples as glyphs on a 2D surface or in 3D space is a 

hallmark technique of InfoVis and one that has been successfully adapted for 

TextVis.  The most  straightforward way to map documents  to  the axes of  a 

Cartesian  coordinate system is  by taking advantage  of  inherently positional 

metadata, such as geo-location information now widely available due to the 

proliferation of GPS technology and the popularity of social media. This is the 

approach to  TextVis  spatialization  employed by, e.g.,  SensePlace2 [40]  and 

ScatterBlogs [9], [10], both of which facilitate visual analysis of micro-blog-

ging messages by placing labels on a map of the world. Beyond just position, 

other visual mappings like shape, color and size can be added to a visualization 

to increase the number of variables shown.

Spatialization based on the contents of a text corpus present more signifi-

cant challenges; the vectors produced by the bag-of-words model discussed in 

Section 2.2.3 are very highly dimensional by design, even without the compli-

cations of large-scale data.  This necessitates the use of dimension reduction 

techniques that project the vectors in 2D and 3D space, a process that invari-

ably  discards  information  and introduces  errors  in  their  pairwise  distances. 

Principle component analysis  (PCA) achieves low-dimensional mappings by 

transforming the input data to a new coordinate system, whereupon compo-

nents with the least amount of variance are discarded. More recent approaches 

like least-squares projection [46] and t-distributed stochastic neighbor embed-

ding (t-SNE) [39] reduce errors and significantly improve visualization quality.

TextVis  techniques  based on 2D and 3D specializations  provide a  good 

overview of a data set, but also have the advantage of emphasizing document 

similarities. They can serve as an entry point to further exploration of a textual 

corpus and lend themselves well to combination with other visualization ap-
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proaches. When dealing with large-scale libraries, the potential pitfall of too 

much occlusion due to the sheer amount of data points drawn on the surface 

can be somewhat mitigated by providing limited views of the data and by im-

plementing appropriate interactions.

The SPIRE system described in detail by Wise [59] is one of the earliest, 

best known and most-cited approaches to TextVis. Beyond its NLP algorithms, 

it consists of two visualizations: the 2D Galaxies and the 3D ThemeScapes. 

The former works by reducing the high-dimensional representation of docu-

ments to a 2D scatterplot of points whose relative position to one another may 

reveal similarities, trends and patterns in the text corpus [60]. ThemeScapes ex-

tend  this  approach  by providing  a  fully  3D visualization  based around  the 

metaphor of a “text landscape”. Instead of focusing solely on the documents, it 

uses their physical proximity to determine areas of the plot where a specific 

word is particularly common and raises the landscape at those positions. Calcu-

lated over all the terms in the corpus, the highest elevations occur in places 

where documents with highly similar contents are present. Implemented inter-

actions with the SPIRE systems enable deeper exploration and even statistical 

re-evaluation of the corpus. An illustration of the Galaxies and ThemeScapes 

tools is shown in Figure 2.4.
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A slightly different approach to document spatialization was demonstrated 

by Chuang et al. [18] with their Stanford Dissertation Browser. In a preprocess-

ing step, the tool analyzes the contents of over 9000 Ph.D. theses by means of 

either  tf-idf or latent Dirichlet allocation [8]. The user selects a department at 

Stanford University to be placed in the center of the 2D plot, with all other de-

partments placed in concentric circles around it based on a measure of cosine 

similarity between departments. Departments are represented as circles whose 

sizes depend on the number of documents (theses) associated with them and 

whose colors indicate the scientific field they belong to.

2.3.3 Focus+Context Techniques

Most visualization scenarios require that users interact with more compo-

nents than can conveniently be displayed on the screen at one time. Always dis-

playing the entire contents of a textual corpus or even just a summary of them 

is an unrealistic approach to TextVis, as these will drown out any other visual 

mappings and the patterns  they are supposed to  reveal.  Therefore,  well-de-

signed interactive visualizations aim to first provide a broad overview of an in-

put data set as an entry point to further exploration and view manipulations 

[53].  When  visualizing  text  documents  this  usually  means  showing  at  any 

given time only a small, dynamically changing subset of the input text.

According to the classification by Cockburn et al. [19], techniques based 

around the overview+detail paradigm display both their broad overview and 

the more detailed views simultaneously, but in physically separated presenta-

tion spaces. By contrast, focus+context approaches seamlessly integrate both 

views into a single display, showing focused objects in full detail without sacri-

ficing any context information. While in practice this is harder to achieve be-

cause of the possibility of occlusions of data, the users benefit from not having 
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to split their attention between different parts of an application’s graphical in-

terface.

Figure 2.5: Fisheye view of graphs (left) and maps (right). Information that lies away  

from a point of  focus is suppressed based on its  Euclidean distance to that point.  

Source: [52].

Among the many proposed focus+context techniques for varying types of 

data are polyfocal displays [34], bifocal displays [1] and perspective walls [41]. 

Many approaches derive from the seminal paper by Furnas [26] (and later re-

visited in [27]) describing fisheye view interfaces, in which information that 

lies away from an area of focus is suppressed or diminished by way of defining 

a “degree of interest” function over the visualization’s contents. Extending the 

basic idea, Sarkar and Brown [52] presented geometric distortions of graphs 

and maps based on the Euclidean distance from a focal point (Figure 2.5 de-

picts their technique). Several other developments of the fisheye concept focus 

on tree visualizations, such as the Hyperbolic Tree Browser [35] and TreeJuxta-

poser [44], and on calendar applications like Table Lens [48] and DateLens [3]. 

For visualization of text documents, Robertson and Mackinley in 1993 [50] in-

troduced the document lens technique for interaction with page-based represen-

tations of text. Using a rectangular lens, the user can focus on a part of the dis-

play without losing sight of the global context. Areas outside the focus region 
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are stretched with affine transformations, but kept visible, if not always legible 

(see Figure 2.6). According to Cockburn et al. [19], fisheye techniques in gen-

eral suffer from two potential drawbacks caused by the distortion of the infor-

mation space: misinterpretation of the underlying data and difficulty in acquir-

ing proper targets for focus.

 

 

When targeting textual data for visualization, techniques based solely on 

fisheye views can meaningfully focus on at most a few documents at once. 

This makes them inefficient for dealing with the large-scale corpora described 

in Section 1.1. The concept of a “magic” lens was introduced by Bier et al. [6] 

to provide a powerful and straightforward focus+context approach. A moveable 
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see-through lens as the primary form of interaction enables a visualization’s 

user to focus on an area of interest without necessarily distorting its surround-

ings. Focusing on a region produces different effects depending on the imple-

mentation, including magnifying the area [2], adjusting its visual mappings or 

graphical properties [5] or dynamically filtering its contents [7], [24], [54]. At-

testing to its versatility, the concept has even been extended to 3D spaces [56]. 

The full spectrum of techniques employing magic lenses is too vast to exhaus-

tively list here, but all fundamental categories of data visualization (temporal, 

geo-spatial, graph, etc.) are represented [55].

However, rather few approaches exist where lenses are used to freely ex-

plore and navigate text collections. In 2011 Bosch et al. [9] demonstrated Scat-

terBlogs, a tool to explore geo-located micro blogging messages on a map of 

the world. This was later extended into a system for disaster management [10] 

based on real-time messages. As the lens is moved over the map, the contents 

of the user posts are extracted and visualized as a word cloud, with font sizes 

corresponding to a term’s prevalence.

2.3.4 DocuCompass

The DocuCompass technique [31] developed at the University of Stuttgart, 

Germany is the primary focus of the extensions proposed in later chapters. It is 

an approach to TextVis that combines the vector space models discussed in 

Section 2.2.3, the 2D document spatialization presented in Section 2.3.2 and a 

magic lens as the primary means of interaction with the visualization. Docu-

Compass itself is an adaptation of previous work done at the University like 

ScatterBlogs and a lens-based technique to explore the abstracts of scientific 

papers [32], as well as the CiteRivers tool for exploring citations [30]. It is in-

tended primarily as a free exploration tool for large textual corpora.
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In compliance with the standard InfoVis reference model of Section  2.1, 

DocuCompass first analyzes the input text library with NLP techniques. Tok-

enization splits each individual document at the granularity level of individual 

words, while Stanford’s CoreNLP library [43] is used for part-of-speech tag-

ging, lemmatization and stopword removal. This rather advanced preprocessing 

compared to the simple stemming algorithms discussed in Section 2.2.2 is nec-

essary not just to improve further analysis down the pipeline, but also because 

the tokens will be shown as part of the final visualization; having them trans-

formed into a lexically incorrect word would only confuse and irritate the user. 

Each document is then associated with a very high-dimensional normalized tf-

idf vector of its contents in preparation for 2D mapping.

DocuCompass employs the previously mentioned t-SNE [39] as its spatial-

ization algorithm in order to reduce projection errors. It achieves this by first 

associating each pair xi and xj of vectors with a conditional probability function 

pj|i based on the likelihood that xi would pick xj as its neighbor in high-dimen-

sional space by examining their  Euclidean distance.  Each pair  of document 

points in 2D space yi and yj are similarly assigned a probability qj|i. Afterward, a 

cost function that corresponds to the divergence between the two probabilities 

pj|i and qj|i over all document pairs (i, j) is minimized by gradient descent. The 

end result is that if two documents are similar in high-dimensional space, the 

probability of them being positioned close to one another in the final visualiza-

tion is high.

The spatialization of documents as points in 2D space provides the “over-

view first” design principle recommended for visualizations [53].  The main 

method of interacting with the plot is through one or several circular magic 

lenses. When a lens is moved over a set of points, their fill color is changed and 

their border widened to indicate they are within its focus area. Furthermore, an 

ordered set of labels that is representative of their contents is placed around the 
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lens diameter. This is different than the ScatterBlogs approach, which places its 

word cloud visualization of document contents both in and around the lens, and 

is similar to the way Fekete and Plaisant’s excentric labeling [22] and its exten-

sion by Bertini et al. [4] work.

DocuCompass  supports  several  different  metrics  that  determine  which 

terms should be drawn around the lens, including the previously discussed  tf 

and tf-idf, but also the G2 scheme. It compares the word frequencies of docu-

ments under the lens to those outside its focus area and selects terms that best 

differentiate the two. The advantages of this approach become most obvious 

when  interacting  with  very  uniform  textual  corpora  where  common  terms 

would come to dominate the first few label positions if  tf or  tf-idf were used. 

Furthermore, research by Chuang et al. [17] has shown that the G2 scheme cre-

ates summaries of a document’s contents that are more consistent with key-

words manually selected by humans.

Beyond just moving the lens and showing labels, DocuCompass supports 

many other features tailored toward free exploration tasks. Those relevant to 

this thesis will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.
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Chapter 3: Project Architecture

As outlined in Section 1.2 there are three goals to this master’s thesis:

• creating an automated framework that determines the usefulness of the 

TextVis technique consisting of a scatterplot of document points (docu-

points) and an interactive magic lens that summarizes their contents;

• adding static labels to the visualization that enhance the overview and 

guide the user toward further exploration;

• conducting a user study that evaluates the proposed extensions of func-

tionality and analyzing the results.

This chapter discusses the overall architecture of the project and some of 

the design considerations that influenced the implementation.

3.1 Existing Implementation

The visualization technique that is the focus of this thesis is certainly de-

rived from the DocuCompass application discussed in Section 2.3.4. However, 

evaluating the wider set of more advanced capabilities of DocuCompass accu-

mulated over years of development is  not the focus of this thesis. One of the 

goals in particular is to understand if the proposed extension of functionality 

(the static labels) is in itself a useful addition to the basic TextVis technique, 

i.e., the scatterplot of documents and the magic lens. Choosing to include the 

full scope of features of DocuCompass in the user study would only distract 

from that goal.

Because of this, for the purposes of this project an older codebase with re-

duced functionality was chosen to serve as the basis for the implementation. 

Since the overall capabilities of this system are noticeably different, it would be 
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both  confusing  and  unfair  to  continue  to  refer  to  it  as  “DocuCompass”. 

Throughout this text, the project’s codename “LensMania” will be used instead 

to differentiate the two techniques.

Furthermore, because the goal is to extend an existing codebase and not to 

develop a brand new visualization, it is important to describe the functionality 

that was already present in LensMania. This will be the focus of the rest of this 

sub-section. Chapter 4 will discuss the original contributions of this project.

Figure 3.1: The LensMania TextVis technique. Shown are a) the 2D projection of doc-

uments, b) the terms shown when the lens covers documents, c) the term highlight  

functionality, d) the term pinning functionality. Source: own representation.

Much like DocuCompass, LensMania is a TextVis technique that is well-

suited to free exploration tasks with no previous knowledge of the data set or a 

well-defined information need. It takes a text collection as input and projects 

the documents as points in 2D space (see  Figure 3.1(a) for an example). The 
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main tool for interactive exploration is the magic lens,  which the user may 

drag-and-drop to move and resize with the scroll wheel. When the lens is posi-

tioned over a set of documents, ten terms are displayed around its boundaries 

that summarize the documents’ contents (Figure 3.1(b)). The term list is or-

dered by importance from top to bottom and there are no differences in font 

style, size or color.

One potential drawback of drawing the labels around the lens is that they 

occlude some of the documents next to it. However, the obvious solution of 

moving the summaries to a separate view would break the focus+context para-

digm (see Section 2.3.3), thus forcing the user to constantly split their attention 

between  two  non-adjacent  parts  of  the  screen.  Instead,  labels  continuously 

switch their positions to the side of the lens opposite the direction of its move-

ment, ensuring that the most likely targets of further exploration are not oc-

cluded.

Hovering the mouse pointer over one of the labels selects it as a filtering 

term and changes its font color to reflect this. Any documents, whether within 

the lens’ focus area or outside it, that contain that word become “highlighted” 

in the same color (see Figure 3.1(c)). This interaction is well-suited to an ex-

ploration scenario in which the user discovers a term of interest and wishes to 

investigate its presence or absence in other parts of the visualization. However, 

moving the lens to those regions requires drag-and-dropping the lens, which by 

necessity moves the cursor away from the highlighted term and resets the filtra-

tion. To reposition the lens and keep the document highlight active at the same 

time, the user may left-click on a label, which pins it to the side of the lens and 

keeps it permanently highlighted (see Figure 3.1(d)). At most one term may be 

pinned in this way, but the user may change the term at any time by left-click-

ing on a different label, or unpin the term by clicking on it.
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3.2 System Overview and Technologies

This chapter describes the process by which LensMania transforms an input 

text corpus into a fully interactive visualization. Along the way, the technolo-

gies which are key to its functionality are discussed.

3.2.1 Prefuse Toolkit

The LensMania application was primarily developed using the Prefuse tool-

kit8 created by Heer et al. [29]. It is an open-source extensible software frame-

work written in the Java programming language, released under the terms of 

the BSD license and targeted toward developing interactive visualization appli-

cations. Among its many features are a simple and well-documented applica-

tion programming interface (API), an SQL-like expression language for query-

ing and manipulating its data structures, a low memory footprint, full anima-

tion  support  and  a  library of  functionalities  often  used  in  visualizations.  It 

should be noted, however, that the toolkit does not target TextVis in particular 

and does not provide components for NLP.

Prefuse’s  design  is  directly  modeled  on  the  standard  InfoVis  reference 

model proposed by Card et al. [14], shown in Figure 2.1 and described in detail 

in Section 2.1. The relation between the model and Prefuse’s internal packages 

and classes is depicted in  Figure 3.2. Virtually every step of the visualization 

pipeline is  well-supported:  an input  file  with  standardized data  encoding is 

translated into an instance of the Table, Graph or Tree class depending on 

the type of data. A sequence of Action objects that map the table’s values to 

visual variables can be chained and run to produce a Visualization whose 

constituent  VisualItem’s can be further manipulated directly if necessary. 

8 http://prefuse.org/
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These are rendered onto a Display that supports view adjustments and inter-

actions with the visual features.

Figure 3.2: Overview of the Prefuse visualization toolkit. Depicted are the correspon-

dences between its packages and classes and the InfoVis reference model.  Source:  

http://prefuse.org/doc/manual/introduction/structure/

3.2.2 Application Architecture

LensMania’s software architecture, depicted in Figure 3.3, is derived from 

the DocuCompass application. In order to support structurally different textual 

collections, the input is first transformed into a standard representation by an 

adapter component that also applies NLP techniques to the data to produce a tf 

bag-of-words.  For the purposes of this  thesis,  the Visualization publications 

data set9 was used, consisting of more than 2,500 scientific papers produced be-

tween  1990  and  2014 whose  abstracts  form the  textual  corpus  with  which 

LensMania is evaluated. Part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization and stopword-

9 http://www.vispubdata.org/site/vispubdata/
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removal (discussed in greater detail in Section 2.2.2) are handled by the Stan-

ford CoreNLP library10. The resultant vector space model containing term fre-

quencies is then weighted with tf-idf (see Section 2.2.3) and projected into 2D 

space using either t-SNE (Section 2.3.4) or PCA projection (both supported by 

the T-SNE-Java11 library), producing the plot shown in Figure 3.1(a). In order 

to reduce application startup times, this representation is cached to a file on 

disk and re-used on subsequent runs. The bag-of-words vectors and the com-

puted document positions are then stored inside a  Prefuse  Table instance, 

which is mapped to circular points on the display by means of runnable Ac-

tion sequences.

Figure 3.3: LensMania’s application architecture. A textual data set is processed by  

an adapter into a bag-of-words that are projected into 2D space, with results cache  

for faster application startup. Moving the lens causes a search in an efficient quadtree  

structure for documents underneath it. Weighted terms are extracted using G2 metrics.  

Not shown: term highlighting requires a linear search in the bag-of-words. Source:  

own representation.

10 https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
11 https://github.com/lejon/T-SNE-Java
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When the lens is moved to a new area or resized, the application must fetch 

the documents that lie underneath it as quickly as possible so as not to break 

the user’s immersion with the technique. This is achieved by storing the docu-

ment positions in a quadtree data structure [23] that allows for quick positional 

searches even for very large input data sized and keeps the overall visualization 

responsive. Once located, the bag-of-words vectors of the documents in the fo-

cus area are analyzed using the G2 scheme (see Section 2.3.4) and the ten terms 

with the highest weighted frequencies are drawn around the lens.  The label 

highlight functionality must linearly search the whole bag-of-words to find the 

subset of documents containing the term.

Finally, it should be noted that although the visualization publications data 

set, consisting of roughly 2,500 paper abstracts, is significantly smaller than the 

examples discussed in Section 1.1, it does exhibit some of the difficulties asso-

ciated with large-scale data, like occlusion between document glyphs in the 2D 

layout, and satisfies the threshold of being prohibitively large to sieve through 

in a timely manner.
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Chapter 4: Implementation

This chapter describes the design considerations and choices made while 

implementing  the  two principle  contributions  of  this  thesis  –  an automated 

framework  for  the  quantitative  evaluation  of  the  LensMania  technique  and 

static labeling of the 2D layout of documents.

4.1 Automated Framework

The need for a system that works in the background to gather statistical data 

about the basic TextVis technique consisting of a scatterplot of docupoints and 

a magic lens that extracts and shows keywords arises from some of the choices 

made during the conceptualization of LensMania. In particular, even if one as-

sumes that the high-dimensional vector space model produces a good summary 

of the contents of a textual corpus, projecting the documents into 2D space in-

troduces both new groupings of data points and errors inherent in any type of 

dimension reduction. Other design decisions like the diameter of the lens and 

the number of terms it extracts may also influence the technique’s utility. A 

quantitative evaluation of these two properties in particular may improve confi-

dence in LensMania’s usefulness for exploration tasks.

4.1.1 Automated Logging

An automated framework for gathering the necessary data was developed 

that runs separately from the normal flow of user interaction with the tech-

nique. The display’s size was fixed to 800✕800 pixels. A magic lens is placed 

at the top left corner of the application window and programmed to visit every 

single point of the visualization in succession (see Figure 4.1). At each position 

information about which documents it covers and which labels it shows is 
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logged into a human- and machine-readable database. The entire process is re-

peated for 40 different lens diameters so as to incorporate the resize-by-

scrolling functionality into the logged information. Although the application 

normally shows only the first ten most prominent terms, the framework records 

the first twenty to evaluate the effects of increasing this default value. The sim-

ulated lens movement which exhausts all possible screen positions and a repre-

sentative sub-sample of lens sizes is not intended to directly model a human’s 

interaction with LensMania. Instead, it is a metrics-gathering framework for 

quantitative analysis of the technique. Figure 4.2 shows the extended software 

architecture of the application. Note how the logging is kept separated from the 

other components, indicating it is not performed as part of a regular user ses-

sion but as a separately run process, much like the preprocessing and caching 

of input data.

Figure 4.1: Automated Logging Framework. Lenses with varying sizes are contin-

uously moved through every point in the visualization. At any given position the  

covered documents and twenty terms are recorded into a database for further anal-

ysis. Source: own representation.
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Figure  4.2: LensMania’s application architecture extended with logging. The newly  

added logging component is not part of a regular user session. Source: own represen-

tation.

4.1.2 Size of Logging Database

In total, 800✕800✕40 = 25,600,000 samples and  28 gigabytes of uncom-

pressed  data  were  recorded  by  the  automatic  logging  framework  over  the 

course of several days. This in itself presents a large-scale data analysis chal-

lenge. Even filtering out all lens positions in which no documents were covered 

and thus no terms were displayed does not noticeably shrink the data set. Re-

ducing the number of samples by skipping every few display positions does ac-
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celerate both the gathering and the analysis of data, but no longer exhaustively 

covers all points a user may wish to drag the lens towards.

The straightforward and often used approach of storing the information in 

an SQL database and manipulating it with standardized and highly optimized 

queries was attempted but found to be prohibitively slow. In the end, a set of 

self-developed and parallelized programs written in the C programming lan-

guage were created, specifically tailored toward the  analyses presented in the 

following sections.

Figure 4.3: Document coverage model. In a “perfect” scenario (left) the lens covers  

the documents exactly πr2 times. However, if the document is near a border or corner, 

the lens will cover it fewer times. The restriction that the lens center cannot leave the  

display boundaries is either enforced by the technique or occurs naturally in actual  

use. Source: own representation.

4.1.3 Document Coverage

One question of interest that arises is the probability that an individual doc-

ument falls underneath moving lenses of various sizes, i.e., how often it is con-

sidered for term extraction using  G2 metrics. Consider the scenario in  Figure

4.3(left). A lens that visits every display position will cover the docupoint with 

each of its constituent pixels exactly once. Consequently, the expected cover-
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age for every single document is the area of the lens πr2, while the probability 

of coverage is that divided over all 800✕800 possible positions. However, a 

complication  arises  that  prevents  this  “perfect”  scenario  from occurring  in 

practice. Near the borders and corners of the visualization not every pixel of 

the lens’ area covers all documents equally because it is prevented from being 

completely dragged out of the display (see Figure 4.3(right)).

Figure 4.4: Actual document coverage (top) and relative error (bottom).  

Deviations from the expected value grow higher as the lens diameter is  

increased. Source: own representation.
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The data gathered by the automatic logging framework can be used to pin-

point such irregularities. Sieving through the database and extracting the exact 

number of times a document was covered produces the results shown in Figure

4.4(top). As predicted, increasing the lens radius also improves the coverage, 

but not equally for all documents. Figure 4.4(bottom) depicts the relative error 

from the expected value of πr2, which clearly increases with the lens diameter.

4.1.4 Document Prominence

While all documents from the input data set are similarly depicted as a sin-

gle point in the final visualization, it is not at all obvious if they are equally 

well-represented in the term list shown to the user. This section discusses sev-

eral metrics for modeling this document “prominence” within the LensMania 

visualization depending on what lens size is used and how many terms are 

shown (referred to as the “variables” in this section).

Choosing to employ more than ten labels at once can obviously only in-

crease the prominence. To account for this bias, all of the models in this section 

are scaled down by dividing them with the number of terms. This makes sense 

in the context of the LensMania application – showing too many labels around 

the lens leads to greater occlusion of the docupoints and may serve only to dis-

tract the user from the brief summaries the technique relies on.

Altering the lens’ diameter, on the other hand, produces two conflicting ef-

fects. As demonstrated in the previous section, using a larger lens increases the 

probability that a document is considered for term extraction. At the same time, 

however, it must compete with more documents for a chance to be represented 

in the term list. Because of these opposing influences, the choice was made not 

to scale the models based on lens diameter.
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One simple  way to  calculate  prominence  is  to  consider  all  instances  in 

which the lens covered a particular document and count the number of terms 

extracted from those positions that can also be found in that document’s per-

sonal bag-of-words. This sum can be plotted against the two primary variables 

whose influence on LensMania is of interest – the number of terms to display 

and the lens diameter. In fact, up to four different views can be presented of 

such a model:

• a document view, in which the prominence values for a single docu-

ment are shown plotted against the lens sizes and term limits (Figure

4.5);

• an average view, in which the arithmetic means over all 2,500 docu-

ments in the collection are plotted as above (Figure 4.6);

• a “best” view, in which the 2D layout of documents is colored based on 

the variable combinations that produce the  highest prominence (or, a 

“worst” view if the reverse information is desired) (Figure 4.7);

• a “fixed” view, in which the lens size and number of terms remain fixed 

and the docupoints are colored comparatively to one another based on 

their prominence (Figure 4.8).

The goal of these visualizations is to support decision making in regards to 

selecting meaningful defaults for the two variables. The document view and 

average view plots are interpreted in exactly the same way, with combinations 

of  lens  size  and  term limit  that  provide  higher  prominence  values  colored 

green. The two scales differ significantly in their magnitude, suggesting this 

particular document is likely to be a non-representative outlier case.

Much like average view, best view can be used to select a combination that 

guarantees higher  prominence over  the largest  number of documents.  Fixed 
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view, on the other hand, identifies documents that are particularly poorly repre-

sented in the extracted terms for a chosen pair of variables. This knowledge can 

be exploited by visualization applications to offer additional guidance during 

interaction with those areas of the plot.

A drawback of this basic model is that it counts every term with correspon-

dence in the vector space model equally, regardless of how descriptive that 

term actually is for a particular document. A natural extension of this approach 

is to instead sum up the corresponding tf-idf frequencies for a document-term 

pair.

Figure 4.5: Basic prominence model: document view. Particularly good variable con-

figurations for an individual document are shown in green. Source: own representa-

tion.
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Figure 4.6: Basic prominence model: average view. Same interpretation as the docu-

ment view, but with values averaged over all 2,500 visualization documents. Note the  

different magnitudes of the scale. Source: own representation.

Figure 4.7: Basic prominence model: best view. As suggested by the average  

view, under this model most documents prefer higher lens sizes and lower term  

limits. Source: own representation.
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Figure  4.8: Basic prominence model: fixed view. Choosing to set  

the lens size at 100 and the term limit to 10, one can examine what  

effect those values have on areas of the plot. Notice that that magni-

tude of the scale is lower than the one in average view because of  

the non-optimal choice of values. Source: own representation.

4.2 Static Labeling

The paper by Heimerl et al. [31] that introduced the DocuCompass tech-

nique speculates that adding static labels to the 2D layout of documents may 

increase its usefulness as a free exploration tool. Truthfully, a user presented 

with an unfamiliar textual corpus will as a first step usually spend some time 

performing a linear search with the magic lens through its contents until an 

area  of  interest  is  found.  If  labels  which  characterize  the  documents  were 

placed in advance within the visualization, these may guide the user toward 

such regions more quickly. This section of the thesis discusses LensMania’s ap-
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proach to static labeling and showcases several prototype implementations. The 

most promising of these is evaluated by means of a user study in Chapter 5.

4.2.1 Document Clustering

While in theory any part of the Visualization publications data set, includ-

ing metadata, can be used to generate the necessary labels in any number of 

ways, in practice users would probably expect that the same set of keywords 

are associated with an area of the display that would be if the magic lens was 

positioned over it. It makes sense, therefore, to base static labeling decisions on 

the 2D layout of documents produced with t-SNE and on the term extraction 

done by G2. Clustering can be used to select document subsets within the visu-

alization which are important enough to be statically labeled.

LensMania already relies on the distance between docupoints as a metaphor 

for the similarity between texts. It makes sense to also base the clustering deci-

sion on these distances. Hierarchical clustering is a well-known, if somewhat 

expensive approach. The “bottom up” variation of the algorithm looks like this:

(1) Start with each point in 2D space in its own separate cluster;

(2) Find the two clusters physically closest to one another and merge them;

(3) Repeat (2) until all points belong to a single cluster.

This can be conceptualized as a tree-like structure with individual data points 

as its leaves and increasingly larger clusters as its nodes, with the root node 

corresponding to a supercluster of all points. A choice can be made to cut the 

tree at an arbitrary distance from its leaves, i.e., to halt the algorithm after the 

desired precision is achieved. Because clusters consist of many points, it is nec-

essary  to  redefine  the  distance  measure  between  them.  Three  popular  ap-

proaches are:
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• using the minimum distance between any two points not in the same 

cluster (called single-linkage clustering): min {dist (a ,b) , a∈A , b∈B}

• using  the  maximum  distance  instead  (complete  linkage  clustering): 

max{dist (a,b) , a∈A , b∈B}

• using the distance between the centroids of the clusters.

LensMania employs a slight variation of single-linkage hierarchical cluster-

ing that uses a threshold value to control the clustering precision. The algo-

rithm works as follows:

(1) Define m, the threshold value above which a distance is considered too  

great for clustering two points together;

(2) Start with each point in 2D space in its own separate cluster;

(3) For each point  i, find those points whose distance to  i is less than  m 

and merge them and their clusters with i and its cluster.

In other words, if two points can reach one another by means of “hops” (be-

tween other points only) individually no greater in distance than the threshold 

value, then they are clustered together. The algorithm intentionally places no 

restrictions to how many points a cluster may contain and no point is left un-

clustered (although single-point clusters can exist). The value of m can be de-

creased to allow only very localized clusters or increased to bridge wider gaps 

in the projection.

During the development of the static labeling enhancement an alternative 

density-based clustering approach was also explored. Empty regions of the vi-

sualization are assigned a value of zero, while all docupoints are considered to 

have  a  value  of  one.  A  normalized  2D  Gaussian  kernel  of  the  form 
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 is convolved with the document layout depicted in 

Figure 3.2(a), producing a smooth density map (Figure 4.9) that can also be 

thought of as a heightmap. A threshold value can then be selected that serves as 

a 3D cutoff plane: documents under it were spaced too far apart and are not 

clustered at all; documents over it were crowded together to form mountaintops 

that can be directly interpreted as clusters. This can be extended to a scheme 

that takes not just the 2D positions of documents into account when clustering, 

but also their textual contents, in the way the SPIRE system’s Galaxies visual-

ization is created (see Section 2.3.2 and [59]).

Figure 4.9: Density-based clustering. (Left) A 2D Gaussian kernel is convolved with  

LensMania’s layout, producing a map of regions with high concentrations of docu-

ments. (Right) The values on the left mapped to the docupoints. The black background  

is for contrast only. Source: own representation.

A discussion of the many other clustering techniques in existence is beyond 

the scope of this thesis.
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4.2.2 Non-Occluding Static Labeling

Once clusters  of  tightly packed documents  have been identified,  the  G2 

scheme of Section 2.3.4 can be applied to their contents to extract an arbitrarily 

long list of terms ordered by importance. Positioning the static labels within the 

visualization is a challenge in itself; ideally, the words should not overlap with 

each other and disrupt as few other features as possible.

A first  attempt at  including static  labeling within LensMania was based 

around positioning the terms so that they do not occlude the document points at 

all. This may be understood as a point-feature label placement problem com-

mon in cartography and known to be NP-hard [16]. Some approaches to solv-

ing it include:

• exhaustive search algorithms that place labels in the first available posi-

tion, but backtrack to choose another if that placement decision makes 

the proper placement of later labels impossible;

• greedy algorithms that, again, take the most opportune position first but 

without regard for future label placement

• linear programming that maximize an objective function corresponding 

to preferences in label placement.

LensMania employs the particle-based labeling algorithm by Luboschik et 

al. [38] which is an example of the second category of approaches above. Be-

cause finding  any viable position for a label, let alone an optimal one, is not 

guaranteed by the method, the order in which terms are placed is significant.

The first prototype of static labeling developed used the following position-

ing algorithm:

 1  Identify the set of n biggest clusters and computer the average x and y 

coordinates over all their document points;
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 2  Extract the first m terms from each cluster in the set;

 3  For each cluster in the set, ordered from largest to smallest, do:

 3.1  For each term, from the most to the least important one, do:

 3.1.1  Position the label at the average coordinates of its cluster;

 3.1.2  Move the label along a spiral pattern until either a viable  

non-occluding position is found or the label leaves the screen  

boundaries; if the latter is true, remove the label altogether;

The algorithm therefore only applies labels to a select few clusters and then 

only places several labels. To understand why this is so, let us consider the vi-

sualization of its results in Figure 4.10. While it is true that the labels are posi-

tioned physically close to the clusters that created them, it may not always be 

obvious which term comes from which cluster. To create an association be-

tween the two, both the document points and the label backgrounds are set to 

the same color (points outside the largest clusters are colored gray). While this 

mapping is intuitive and easy to grasp, there are not enough contrasting colors 

to support more than 10–15 clusters at once. Also, increasing the number of la-

bels displayed per cluster would quickly fill out the entire screen and force the 

discarding of important words from smaller clusters.

Step 3.1.2 of the algorithm deserves special attention. Because non-occlu-

sion is a stated goal of this prototype, viable positions are defined as those in 

which the label to be placed does not overlap with any document points or 

other labels. Checking if this is true for the low number of already existing la-

bels is a non-issue, while the quadtree data structure discussed in Section 3.2.2 

can be quickly queried for potential overlap with documents. The spiral pattern 

formula presented in the original paper allows for various granularities depend-

ing on precision and speed requirements, yet the algorithm remains greedy in 
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nature: the first viable position is always assumed with no regard for possible 

non-optimal placement in the future.

Figure 4.10: First static labeling prototype. Color is used as the primary means of as-

sociating a docupoint to the labels. Source: own representation.

Because of the lack of overlap with document points, the labels do not get 

in the way of the magic lens’ purpose as the primary method of exploration. 

Therefore, no interaction between lens and labels was deemed necessary in this 

first prototype. An early improvement to the algorithm outlined above was to 
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check if a label wanders too far away from the boundaries of the cluster it was 

supposed to represent, in which case it is considered a hindrance to the overall 

visualization and is discarded. Also, to address the lack of clear indication as to 

which of a cluster’s labels is are the the most important ones, their order of ex-

traction was mapped to a decreasing font size, similar to how a small word 

cloud visualization (Section 2.3.1) might look.

The most readily identifiable drawback of the proposed technique is the 

small number of clusters it can support due to the mapping to color. This influ-

enced  the threshold value provided to the clustering algorithm discussed in the 

previous section – so as to provide coverage of a meaningful subset of docu-

ments, the few clusters actually selected for labeling had to be kept very large. 

This often meant the  G2 scheme would extract overly broad and non-helpful 

words, while users would be surprised that their average-sized magic lenses 

displayed none of the labels extracted from the bulky clusters. Simply put, the 

technique was non-versatile and would not scale well.

A second prototype was developed that tried to address the primary issue. It 

removed the color mapping altogether and decreased the cluster sizes, while 

significantly increasing the number of clusters chosen for static labeling (see 

Figure 4.11). The varying font sizes feature was removed and labels were made 

smaller in general to facilitate drawing more of the on the screen. The associa-

tion between labels and clusters was now achieved by coloring both in a highly 

contrasting color when the user hovered over a term. As before, no interaction 

between magic lens and labels was deemed necessary.
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Figure 4.11: Second static labeling prototype. Hovering over a term reveals the clus-

ter of documents it represents. Source: own representation.

While being somewhat of an improvement over the first prototype, this ver-

sion brought its own set of problems. Having such a huge number of docu-

ments and labels on the screen all colored similarly would certainly appear in-

timidating to users, while the smaller fonts sizes were detrimental to legibility. 

The smaller clusters provided better correspondence between static labels and 

lens terms, but the words on screen tended to displace one another from more 

optimal positioning.
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4.2.3 Static Labeling with Occlusion

Because of the drawbacks to the approaches discussed in the previous sec-

tion, a decision was made to develop a third prototype, this time with static la-

bels made slightly transparent and positioned directly above the clusters they 

summarize (see  Figure 4.12(left)). While this does occlude some of the data 

patterns in the 2D document layout, it provides a much more straightforward 

and logical way for users to map a label to the area of the plot from which it 

comes. Varying label fonts sizes to indicate importance was re-introduced as a 

feature.

Figure 4.12: The final static labeling prototype. (Left) Positioning of the static labels  

over the document points. (Top right) Displaced static labels have their transparency  

increased. (Bottom right) A displaced label that also occurs in the term list is hidden  

and the term is outlined. Source: own representation.
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The changed approach also made necessary the addition of meaningful in-

teraction between the magic lens and the labels. As the lens moves to interact 

with the documents,  static labels that would otherwise obstruct its view are 

pushed away, revealing the patterns underneath once more. But should the lens 

move away, the labels return to their default positions, continuing to provide 

guidance to the user about areas of the visualization not currently in focus. 

However, overlap between labels should still not be allowed to occur to keep 

them legible. To this end, if a label that is pushed out by the lens comes to oc-

clude other, it pushes the later away as well in what can be likened to a transfer  

of momentum. To get out of sight quickly during exploration with the lens and 

to indicate to the user that they are no longer representative of the documents 

directly underneath them, displaced labels have their  transparency increased 

(Figure 4.12(top right)).  Finally, if a pushed-out label should become dupli-

cated in the term list around the lens, it disappears from the main visualization 

view to reduce clutter and highlights the term in a similar color to its own (Fig-

ure 4.12(bottom right))  (this  was dubbed the static label hiding feature).  Its 

original position is restored once there is no longer any duplicate information. 

The initial label positions are still chosen by the spiral-based algorithm to en-

sure that the most important ones are prioritized for placement and that there is 

no overlap.

The method by which labels are pushed out by the lens and later return to 

their default positions without occluding each other deserves some attention 

here. It is dubbed the pull-push algorithm. Whenever the lens is moved or re-

sized, i.e., when the possibility of interaction with static labels arises, all labels 

are first reset to their initial locations and states. This simulates a constant pull 

towards their respective points of origin. At this point, a check is made to see if 

any labels intersect or lie within the new focus area. If so, they are compared to 
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the list of terms around the lens (if any) and if a duplicate is discovered the la-

bel is made invisible.

The push part of the algorithm is depicted in  Figure 4.13.  The vector that 

connects the centers of the magic lens and a label is computed and normalized 

in its size to allow for smoother movement, then continuously applied as a dis-

placement to the label’s position until there is no longer any overlap. A label 

that has been moved in this way is marked as “dirty”, i.e., a re-evaluation of it 

area is needed to see if intersections with other labels exist. If that is the case, 

those are displaced in the same manner, also marked as “dirty” and so on until 
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no more overlaps exist. Finally, if the algorithm detects that a label has been 

pushed to one of the borders, the displacement vector is made parallel to it to 

slide the label along its length instead of pushing it out.

Out of the three static labeling prototypes discussed in this chapter the last 

one showed the most promise and had the fewest obvious flaws. For these rea-

sons it was selected as the basis for an evaluation by means of a user study.
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Chapter 5: User Study

A scientific evaluation is a critical part of any new InfoVis technique. It 

helps promote good ideas and increases confidence in the effectiveness of ex-

isting ones [25]. The final goal of this master’s thesis – the conduction of a 

think-aloud user study to evaluate the LensMania application and its approach 

to static labeling – is the subject of this chapter, as well as an analysis of the re-

sults and a discussion of lessons learned.

5.1 Research Hypotheses

The main goal of the user study was to evaluate whether or not the Lens-

Mania application is useful for its intended purpose – free exploration tasks of 

large text corpora. Of additional interest was if and how static labels contribute 

to this. To separate the two questions, a between-group user study was envi-

sioned, with participating users assigned at random a tool to interact with: ei-

ther the initial codebase of Section 3.1 (hereafter referred to as the “basic tech-

nique”)  or  the LensMania  variant  with occlusion-based static  labeling from 

Section  4.2.3 (the “advanced technique”). The following research hypotheses 

were formulated:

1. That users would perceive the advanced technique as easy to learn, sub-

jectively satisfying and useful for exploring large textual data sets.

2. That the higher occlusion in the advanced technique would not be a ma-

jor hindrance to exploration.

3. That  users  would  employ  different  approaches  to  solving  the  tasks 

when using the basic technique as opposed to the advanced technique.
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4. That the advanced technique would help users answer general and spe-

cific  questions  about  a  data  set  more  quickly,  accurately  and  with 

greater confidence than with the basic technique.

5.2 Structure of the Study

To test the research hypotheses, two questionnaires were created, one each 

for the basic and advanced techniques (see Appendices B and C). They con-

sisted of:

• a page asking general statistical questions like age, gender and back-

ground with visualization techniques;

• a free exploration task in which the users are asked to think aloud while 

interacting with either technique;

• a search task in which the users search for a clustering of documents 

about social networking;

• a set of follow-up questions that asks for the user’s opinion of each of 

the interaction techniques made available to them, as well as more gen-

eral questions about the usefulness of the system.

Also, a consent form was created that instructed the participants on the nature 

of the data to be recorded and explained them their rights, in particular the right 

to quit at any time (see Appendix C).

5.2.1 User Logging

Much like the automated framework discussed in Section 4.1, an automatic 

logging of users’ interaction with the technique can provide insights into its 

usefulness as a tool for free exploration. It was therefore incorporated as the fi-

nal component (see )  of the software architecture first  described in Section 
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3.2.2. All of the interactions supported by LensMania are included in the log-

ging; in particular it timestamps and records:

• all positions to which the lens is dragged;

• all resizing of its radius;

• the documents it covers and the term list it shows;

• when a term is highlighted or pinned and which documents become em-

phasized as a result;

• which static labels are displaced by the lens;

• when a static label is hidden due to duplication in the term list.

Because the  user  study features  a  think-aloud session during interaction 

with the technique, a voice recording by microphone is also made, as well as a 

screen capture, in order to contextualize what the user is talking about with 

what is happening on-screen12.

5.2.2 Protocol for Conducting the User Study

The user is welcomed to an evaluation room, seated in front of a computer 

monitor and a microphone and asked to switch off their mobile phone. The re-

searcher  thanks the  user  for  their  willingness  to  participate  and then either 

reads aloud or allows the user to read the consent form for the study. After-

ward, the user is allowed to ask explanatory questions and must explicitly re-

affirm their willingness to proceed with the study with their signature. They are 

then handed the page with general statistical questions to fill out.

12 Only the logging of user interactions was implemented in the LensMania codebase itself. 
Voice and screen recording was done with external software.
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The user is then randomly shown either the basic or the advanced technique 

with a test data set. The researcher explains the complete functionality of either 

system (basic or advanced), including:

• explaining that the points represent textual documents,  with physical 

closeness roughly corresponding to greater semantic similarity between 

them;

• demonstrating to the user how to add a lens to the visualization and 

how to move and resize it;

• showing the term list around the lens to the user and explaining how it 

is representative of the documents currently under the lens;

• demonstrating the term-highlight and term-pinning functionality;

• if demonstrating the advanced technique: pointing out the static label-

ing hiding and push-out features to the user.

The participant is then asked explicitly for any questions they have about 

the technique or if they require repeated demonstrations of functionality and is 

allowed brief interaction with the technique to learn its controls.

Once done, the researcher loads the same exploration technique (basic or 

advanced) but with the Visualization publications data set discussed in Section 

3.2.2. At this point the researcher explicitly states that this is the part of the 

study that will be recorded by microphone, screen capture and logging of user 

actions and starts the recordings. Afterward, the researcher hands the Task 1 

paper to the user and asks them to verbally answer them as best as possible 

while freely interacting with the technique, trying out functionalities that ap-

peal to them or seem interesting, and sharing any insights they might have (a 

“think-aloud” session). Once done, the researcher asks the user to now com-
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plete in the same manner as above Task 2. The entire think-aloud session is 

time-limited to 20 minutes.

With the technique presented and fully explored and the tasks completed, 

the researcher explains this concludes the recorded part of the study, stops the 

recordings, terminates the program and presents the follow-up questionnaire to 

the user. After they fill out the forms, the researcher thanks them again and ex-

plains that this concludes the study.

If not from the University collegiate, the user is given 10 EUR for their par-

ticipation.

5.3 Result Analysis

In total, 10 users participated in this user study, 7 males and 3 females. The 

minimum age was 25 and the maximum 50, with an average of 32.2 years. 5 of 

the users were assigned at random to the basic technique and the rest to the ad-

vanced one. 4 people reported Bachelor as their highest attained educational 

degree, 5 answered Master/Diplom and one had a Ph.D. All degrees were at-

tained in Computer Science fields. When asked whether previously or currently 

employed in an academic field, 4 people gave InfoVis as an answer and 1 re-

sponded with “InfoVis/Visual Analytics”.

All but 1 person had some previous experience with data visualizations in 

general, the rest reporting anywhere between 1 and 15 years, with an average 

over all participants of 4.6 years. 4 people were already with the vector space 

model, with 1 additional person answering “a little bit”. However, only 2 peo-

ple had any experience (2 and 5 years) with the magic lens technique.

Within the allotted time of 15 minutes for the free exploration task all par-

ticipants were able to eventually identify the core topic of the data set, that be-

ing visualization as a scientific endeavor. (Two users, however, immediately 
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admitted to already being familiar with the data set and having seen or worked 

with it before.) Even participants without any prior experience with InfoVis 

were able to quickly identify some application areas like medical or sports vi-

sualization.

As can be expected and regardless of which technique was shown, regions 

with many and more densely packed documents were universally the first tar-

get  of  exploration,  which  validates  the  implementation  choice  of  clustering 

based not on the high-dimensional vectors but on their 2D projections. How-

ever, a sentiment shared by several was that the central area was too general 

and confusing in its topics and avoided it initially, focusing instead on the out-

lying clusters. This is expected to be an artifact of the t-SNE dimensionality re-

duction scheme positioning in the central area too many documents that were 

not very similar to one another.

Several users of the basic technique started out not with a linear search (as 

was speculated might happen in Section 4.2) but by making the lens as big as 

possible and trying to get a a broader overview of topics. Users of the advanced 

version, on the other hand, read some of the labels first before interacting with 

the lens. Both approaches have their merits, but in general users of the latter 

identified the overall topic or the application areas more quickly.

The second task, which asked users to identify regions that deal with social 

networking,  was  also  successfully  solved  by  all  participants  within  the  5-

minute time limit. Most of them had already passed over one of the two closely 

grouped clusters that cover the topic during the free exploration phase and ac-

knowledged they no longer remembered where it was. With that said, users of 

the advanced technique located the static labels positioned over those clusters 

and solved the tasks very quickly, while the group presented with the basic 

technique more often had to rely on their memory and a bit of luck to succeed.
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The answers to the follow-up questions indicate both groups’ generally pos-

itive reception to the tool. The functionalities common to both techniques were 

only marginally more favored by the participants using the advanced visualiza-

tion. However, the non-common elements – the static labeling, push-out and 

hiding – usually received very high ratings as well, and basic technique users 

unanimously agreed that having those features would be beneficial. One user of 

the advanced application, while agreeing that the static labels were helpful dur-

ing early exploration, after a few minutes wished he could switch them on/off 

at will.

Most importantly, several recommendations for further extending the sys-

tem were proposed by the participants. Beyond the most obvious ones of hav-

ing tooltips with the document’s titles or abstracts available and the integration 

of a search functionality for filtering, virtually all users requested a feature that 

would help them trace their steps back during exploration, e.g., by either vis-

ually marking already visited regions or with a history slider. One user sug-

gested an improvement to the lens itself – having it automatically resize to al-

ways cover  the same number number of  documents,  becoming smaller  and 

more focused in dense clusters and larger and more broad in the sparse regions 

of the plot. Finally, many participants requested the ability to pin more than 

one term at once to the lens with AND/OR semantics.

The data gathered by the user logging component of the application can be 

used to better understand participants’ interactions with the technique. An ex-

ample is shown in Figure 5.1(left), depicting how often a given document was 

covered by the lens. Despite users often choosing to avoid the central area, they 

often dragged the lens over it to reach other parts of the visualization. Because 

that region dominates the values in the plot, a version with a logarithmic scale 

was created Figure 5.1(right) to better outline differences in coverage.
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In summary, the user study confirmed the usefulness of both techniques, 

with almost universally positive reviews of the newly implemented features. 

The recorded screen and video recordings, however, confirm that participants 

presented with the static labeling variant solved both the free exploration and 

especially the search task quicker.

Figure 5.1: Document coverage during the user study. (Left) Number of times a given  

docupoint  was under the lens  (with red coloring corresponding to higher  values).  

(Right) The same values on a logarithmic scale. Source: own representation.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

It is becoming increasingly obvious that the sheer volume and the stagger-

ing rate of growth of text data produced every single day has long since sur-

passed the limited processing capabilities of the human brain. However, there 

also exists an ever-growing body of InfoVis literature and tools that can sup-

port users in their exploration of large text corpora and in the sense- and deci-

sion-making  process.  The  combined  technique  of  projecting  documents  as 

glyphs on a 2D surface and a magic lens to interact with them is a recent con-

tribution to this research.

The goal of this master’s thesis was to evaluate and improve on that tech-

nique. A review of existing methodologies was necessary to properly position it 

within its research field and to understand what benefits and drawbacks are in-

herent in its approach to TextViz. Afterward, a automated framework was con-

ceptualized and developed that evaluates its effectiveness under different pa-

rameter settings. Several different means of introducing static, “always-on” la-

beling to the visualization were developed and their pros and cons were dis-

cussed. Finally, a think-aloud user study was conducted that re-affirmed the 

technique’s usefulness as a tool for free exploration of large-scale text data, fa-

vorably assessed the newly introduced features and suggested several further 

improvements.
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Appendix A: User Study Consent Form
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Appendix B: Basic Technique 

Questionnaire
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Appendix C: Advanced Technique 

Questionnaire
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